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ABSTRACT 
 
 
This senior project discusses the design, construction, evaluation and cost analysis of side 
mounted truck tool boxes and a fuel transfer tank. The need for the boxes arose when 
specific tools and extra fuel had to be carried at all times. The objective was to build and 
set of tool boxes and a fuel transfer tank to fit a Ford short bed and still have a four foot 
wide area in between the boxes. Results show objective being met, but cost analysis 
shows that it’s not feasible for low scale production.  
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DISCLAIMER STATEMENT 
 
 
The university makes it clear that the information forwarded herewith is a project 
resulting from a class assignment and has been graded and accepted only as a fulfillment 
of a course requirement. Acceptance by the university does not imply technical accuracy 
or reliability. Any use of the information in this report is made by the user(s) at his/her 
own risk, which may include catastrophic failure of the device or infringement of patent 
or copyright laws. 
 
Therefore, the recipient and/or user of the information contained in this report agrees to 
indemnify, defend and save harmless the State its officers, agents and employees from 
any and all claims and losses accruing or resulting to any person, firm, or corporation 
who may be injured or damaged as a result of the use of this report.  
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1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
Background 
 
Tool boxes have been around for centuries and are used to store and tote personal 
belongings. Over the years tool boxes have gone from being handheld and stationary 
units to portable vehicle lock boxes. They come in different sizes and shapes and 
today are used in various applications. The different applications consist of portable 
by means of motorized vehicles or by person and stationary units. The need for 
storage units such as tool boxes would be to store and lock personal belongings on 
and off job sites or in a vehicle during transportation. A lot of today’s careers consist 
of carrying personal belongings and tools for the job. There are hundreds of 
companies world wide that manufacture truck tool boxes for specific size vehicles 
and configurations. 
 
Justification  
 
The need for tool boxes arose while performing mobile welding and repair as side 
work and having to transport tools and equipment from job to job. In order to increase 
efficiency tool boxes were needed that could store and secure different size tools and 
testing equipment needed for mobile repair and welding jobs. The larger and broader 
the jobs became the more tools were needed to carry thus needing to increase the size 
of the boxes. Having side mounted tool boxes makes it easies to access tools and 
equipment inside of the boxes. Along with storage of tools came the constant fueling 
of the truck and welding equipment in between jobs or during. Having a transfer tank 
on board would cut down on the fueling stops and time wasted during refueling and 
would allow longer travel and make it easier to have fuel stocked in case it was 
needed to off load fuel into equipment for repair purposes. The whole point of this 
project is to increase equipment holding capacity, be able to transport fuel, increasing 
travel time and off loading time while still obtaining two- thirds of truck bed space 
and still be able to attach a gooseneck or fifth wheel trailer hitch. 
 
Objectives 
 
The objectives of the project are to design and construct side mount tool boxes 
utilizing all the bed space around fender wheels and from front to back of the bed 
along the sides. The boxes can not be over 22” tall in order to still be able to pull 
goosenecks and fifth wheel trailers. To increase efficiency pullout drawers and an air 
hose reel will be built and installed inside the rear of the boxes. To increase fuel 
holding capacity, a transfer tank will be designed and constructed to fit in between the 
tool boxes and store at least 25 gallons which would give another 375 miles before 
refueling. The tank needs to be the same height and depth as the tool boxes for 
aesthetics and bed room. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
 
A search was done to identify any companies that manufactured side mount tool 
boxes and transfer tanks that would meet the objectives of the project. 
 
Delta Consolidated Industries Inc manufactures several side mount boxes. The first is 
an over the top aluminum diamond plate box that stretches over the bed 72” long and 
sits up over the bed 5 3/8”. It’s constructed of a light weight aluminum weighing 36 
lbs total and has approximately 3.8 ft³ of usable space. This box comes with no 
divider or drawer applications.  
 
 
Figure 1. Delta side mount tool box. 
 
The second box manufactured by Delta Consolidated Industries Inc is what they call a 
specialty fender well box. It comes in two sizes of 48” and 60”. It is made to fit in the 
space rear of the fender well and contains only a tool tray. Its constructed of 16 gauge 
steel and weighs approximately 54 lbs and has 3.5 ft³ of usable space. This box 
mounts inside the bed and sticks up over the truck bed between one and two inches 
depending on the type of truck bed. This box is manufactured the same by other 
companies such as Owens Products and Titan Manufacturing. The difference between 
these companies and Delta’s wheel well box is the construction materials. Owens 
builds theirs out of aluminum while Titan builds them out of plastic. Both are light 
weight and latch similarly but there is a major variation in pricing. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Delta specialty fender well box. 
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Better Built a tool box manufacturer that builds decent quality boxes builds a wheel 
well box similar to that of Delta and Owens, which comes with two pull out drawers 
on the end facing the tailgate. It is constructed of black oxidized aluminum and comes 
with stainless hardware.  
 
Figure 3. Better Built fender well box. 
 
Geneva Truck Boxes manufactures several side mount rectangular boxes that contain 
strictly pull out drawers and are mounted on the rear space behind the fender wells on 
either side of the truck bed. They come in different sizes and drawer configurations 
tailored to meet truck bed specifications. These boxes are constructed of steel using 
stainless slides or steel ball bearing slides depending on weight specifications.  Below 
are two different pictures showing the differences in configurations and material 
construction. 
 
 
 
Figure 4. Geneva rear side mount tool boxes. 
 
Northern Tool Company sells these different brands of boxes and even manufactures 
a cheaper version of the Geneva side mount drawer boxes in 4 and 5 drawer units  
in set sizes based upon truck bed size. These boxes are constructed of thinner steel 
with the use of simpler drawer slides and mount the some as the previous boxes. 
 
 
 
Figure 5. Northern Tool rear side mount tool box 
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All of these types and brands of boxes have similarities and distinctions that set them 
apart but when trying to combine them to meet project specifications there is wasted 
space, lack of compartments and the aesthetics that do not match up. The price to try 
and match these boxes would accumulate to around $1200 and still not meet project 
objectives. 
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PROCEDURE AND DESIGN METHODS 
 
 
Design Procedure 
 
Tool boxes and fuel tank were both designed on Solids Works 2009 edition. In order 
to accurately design and fit the tool boxes and fuel tank, dimensions were taken by 
measuring the truck they were to fit and set the specifications according to the height, 
depth and length they needed to sit at. The tool boxes and fuel tank had to have an 
aesthetic look of clean square symmetry when mounted. In order to achieve this, 
specifications were set at 20” high to obtain a clearance above the bed of 3/8” to ½” 
for ease of accessibility. The depth was set at a maximum of 8” in order to increase 
inside compartments but at the same time keep an inside truck bed width of 4’. The 
length was figured to be 77” from inside bed against cab to tailgate to utilize total 
area front and rear of wheel wells. The specifications for the fuel tank were made the 
same with respect to the height and depth of the tool boxes. The length for the fuel 
tank was figured out to be 48 5/8” in order to be able to fit the tank snug in between 
the tool boxes next to the rear of the truck cab.  
 
After measurements were obtained components were drawn up of the boxes on Solid 
Works. Because the boxes are symmetrical the components are the same for both 
sides. The difference between them is the positioning of the cutout on the front left or 
right bottom corner in able to meet the curvature of the front of the truck bed.  The 
boxes were drawn using six different components. The outer shell that was designed 
in a square U shape to decrease the number of welds during construction, the fender 
well or under body of the boxes, two end plates, a plate to create the front outside 
angle and the inner shell to cap the boxes. Using Solid Works I was able to input 
information that would help me in figuring out exact lengths of each component and 
the program would show me where my brake lines would be, the precut dimensions 
that aided me in using as little material as possible and any problems I might have if a 
component was to big or too small. The information that was input into the program 
was the material thickness of .0598” or 16b gauge mild steel, the press brake die 
radius of 3/32” and the K-factor or bend factor of .109 for mild steel. Once each 
component was drawn to dimension I was able to use the program to fit them together 
and look for any faults and make changes as necessary.  
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Construction Procedure 
 
Individual Parts. Each part of the boxes were laid out on a sheet of steel and drawn to 
full dimension to ensure less wasted material. Individual pieces were sheared to proper 
length and width using the mechanical shear. Finish work to pieces was performed during 
assembly to ensure proper fitting and spacing of each piece. 
 
Main Structure. The tool boxes were built individually using 16 gauge carbon steel or 
0.0598” thick carbon steel. Using the layout dimensions and brake points of the boxes 
from Solid Works each box was laid out on a sheet of steel. Using a shear the layouts 
were cut to proper length and width. The 40 ton hydraulic press brake was used to brake 
(bend) two corners of each box. 
 
 
 
Figure 6. Main structure of boxes after bending. 
 
Bending the corners cut down on the amount of welding needed to form the boxes. The 
top and bottom came two 8” +/- 1/32” and the height came out to be 20 3/8” tall and 
overall length was 77” respectively. Once the main body was formed, individual box 
pieces were carefully fitted to the box structures and tacked welded together. 
 
The fender well on the driver side box was installed first. Positioning the fender well with 
regards to the truck bed fender was pre-measured at 20” from front and 22” from the rear 
on the formed sheet and then the fender well piece was positioned and tack welded into 
place at 11 different spots. This ensured holding strength and no warping of the 
preformed sheet.  
 
 
 
Figure 7. Main frame after inserting fender well component. 
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Once the fender well was positioned and tacked into place, the front divider was installed 
creating the front inside storage compartment and the floor of the main compartment. The 
wall separating the drawer compartment from the main compartment was sheared and 
tacked into place while being aligned with the back side of the fender well and keeping it 
square between the top and side. The ends were capped using two sheared rectangular 
pieces. These pieces were sheared a 1/8” smaller length and width ways compared to the 
box to allow the caps to fit snug to keep all edges smooth and even. Before installing the 
last side all partitions were tacked heavily into place. To install the panel a 4’ pipe clamp 
was used to bring the top and bottom of the preformed piece together to keep corners 
square and to meet the edges of the panels. Starting at the front of the box and working to 
the rear, the panel was tack welded to the preformed piece and end caps, ensuring not to 
warp the panel from too much heat. Once tack welded into place, using a chalk line, lines 
were chalked where the fender well and partitions were inside. Holes were drilled on the 
lines and then filled with light tack welds to ensure no movement of the partitions while 
welding the box solid.  
 
The passenger box was fashioned in a similar way to the driver side box. The 
compartments were positioned and installed the same. A 1/4” plate was added to the rear 
floor for supporting the air hose reel. The reel mount was built by taking a plate of ¼” 
steel and bending to produce two sides one 22” long and the other 9” long. Next holes 
were drilled and tapped to accept 4 half inch bolts to hold the hose reel in place.  
 
 
 
Figure 8. Air hose reel mount for passenger side box. Air hose reel installed in passenger 
side box. 
 
The plate was installed into the passenger box and finished off by installing the last 
partition and then capping the box with the side panel in the same manner as the driver 
side box. 
 
Once both boxes were tacked completely together the fender wells were cut out of them 
in order to be able to weld them solid. Before welding them the front outside corners 
were cut and sloped in order to match the curvature of the truck bed. This was done by 
measuring up 8” vertically 5” horizontally. The outside corner was removed using a 
plasma cutter and capped using the MIG welder.  
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Figure 9. Outside corner removed and capped creating storage space.  
 
The boxes were then welded solid using a 110 Lincoln MIG welder with .035” wire. The 
welding strategy was to stitch weld in 3” increments. Which ever end was started at a 
weld would be laid then the next weld would be on the exact opposite end of the box. 
This was done over the course of two workdays being sure to allow plenty of cooling 
time in order to keep from warping the material. 
 
 
After welding the boxes solid, all edges were ground and sanded to radius corners. The 
next step was cutting the holes for the tops, back doors and front inside corner doors. The 
first step was drawing everything out on the boxes. Using a plasma cutter and a cutting 
guide made from a piece of 4” tubing, all holes were cut to specifications and edges were 
cleaned up using a 3” sanding disc. The top holes were lined with the 1/8”x 1” flat strap. 
Each side was cut and installed individually. This was done by inserting a piece of angle 
iron stock underneath the whole lip in order to create a flat surface for the strap to sit on 
while butting up against the hole side itself. 
 
 
 
Figure 10. Using angle iron jig to set top lip in around the hole sides. 
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Once the strap was tacked together it was stitched welded, leaving 4-5 inches in between 
welds. After installing the strap the lids were formed to fit around the strap with a gap of 
¼” on one side for clearance of lid when hinged. 
 
After constructing the main body of the boxes they were fit to the bed of the truck in 
order to take measurements for the fuel tank. The measurements for the fuel tank came 
out to 48 ¾”x 20 3/8”x 8”. This maximized the use of the full width of truck bed. Once 
dimensions were calculated, the tank was designed and built in the same manner as the 
boxes.  
 
Using a sheet of 10 gauge steel, the tank dimensions acquired from solids works were 
drawn out on the sheet of steel and then sheared to proper length and width. Using the 40 
ton press brake, the 10 gauge sheet was cross broken on the bottom side to create a drain 
in the center then the top and bottom were bent to form two corners. The ends were 
capped using two pre sheared pieces that were tacked in place to hold the shape. The next 
step was to install two internal baffles to keep the fuel from sloshing inside during travel. 
This was done by shearing two pieces shorter and narrower by 7/32” in order to fit inside 
the formed body of the tank. A half circle with a radius of 4” was cut out of the bottoms 
to allow fuel to drain through. Once end caps and baffles were installed and tacked the 
last side was installed and the box was welded solid using a MIG welder with .035” 
diameter wire. After welding the tank solid, the edges were rounded using a 7” grinder 
then sanded for a cleaner look. A ½” hole was then drilled on the bottom, then a ½ pipe 
coupler was TIG welded as the fuel drain bung. Completing these steps allowed for the 
tank to be pressure tested using 5 lbs of air and soapy water. After checking for leaks the 
filler hole was drilled using a 3” hole saw center punched 6” from the driver side centered 
in the middle of the top of the tank. A fuel cap flange was then TIG welded on to 
minimize the height of the fuel cap to be able to keep it under the lid and maintain the 
low profile. 
 
 
 
Figure 11. The fuel tank filler flange after TIG welding it on. 
 
The mounts for the fuel tank were marked and applied during a mock fit to the truck. 
Using 1 1/2” angle iron 1 ½” wide two were welded to the front top edge to meet the top 
of the bed and then two were welded to the back bottom edge after the tank was leveled  
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with the boxes. Once the mounts were attached the lid was attached using two 3/8 
stainless barrel pin hinges and then sent off to have the inside sealed and outside painted. 
 
The last step was to build the drawers and install the drawer slides and drawer hardware. 
This was accomplished by first laying dimensions on a sheet of 16 gauge. The drawers 
were 29 1/8”x 14” laid out. Each corner was notched 4 ½” width wise and 4 ½” length 
wise. After notching all four drawer sheets, each drawer was bent using the 36” finger 
brake. Each drawer was formed exactly the same to ensure uniformity of fit. All corners 
were TIG welded together then sanded applying a slight radius to the edges. The next 
step was to build the drawer slide mounting brackets. This was done using 1”x 1/8” 
square tubing and 1”x 1/8” flat strap. Due to the drawers being offset in the rear of the 
driver side box, the tubing and flat strap was used on the outside and strap alone on the 
inside. One slide per side of drawer was mounted using #10 32 machine screws to both 
the drawers and the mounts.  
 
 
 
Figure 12. Mounting drawer slide to a drawer. 
 
 
 
Figure 13. Drilling and tapping mounting holes for drawer slides, inside of drawers 
showing slides being held by screws and nuts. 
 
After all slides were mounted to drawers and mounts, the drawers were installed one at a 
time. The driver side box was turned upside down and using two ¼” plates to space 
drawers evenly apart the drawers were inserted into the box and tacked welded into place. 
After tack welding all the mounts, the drawers were removed and the mounts were  
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welded solid using stitch welds. This procedure’s intent was to not warp the sides of the 
actual box.  
 
 
 
Figure 14. Drawers and mounts completely installed. 
 
The last step was to install the back doors. The doors were sheared to size and pre fit to 
the boxes. While pre- fitting, the hole was marked and cut for the locking knob and the 
¼” barrel pin hinges were welded in place.  
 
To finish up the boxes, the strap around the top was sealed using fiberglass filler on the 
outside. All three lids, both back doors, and the inside front corner doors were polished to 
a mirror finish. The boxes were then painted. 
 
 
 
Figure 15. Boxes completed and installed in truck. 
 
Testing Procedure 
 
Tool Boxes. The Tool boxes were assembled and mounted to the truck. The extent of 
testing is done through the use of the tool boxes with the weight of tools and supplies 
being loaded into the boxes. Testing of drawers is done by applying the weight of the 
tools stored in each box and applying continuous movement of slides through out use.  
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Fuel Transfer Tank. The fuel tank was tested after construction by means of pressure 
testing. To complete the test, the drain port and filler hole were capped using a non 
venting fuel cap and a ¾” bushing and a standard male air coupler. Using shop air and a 
pressure regulator, 5 psi of air was applied to the tank. Using a soapy water solution, 
corners were sprayed and examined for air bubbles. If an air bubble was found, the tank 
was marked, re-welded then retested. After completing the pressure testing several times, 
the tank was painted, installed, and filled to test the calculated holding capacity. 
 
Cost Analysis 
 
The cost to construct the side mount tool boxes and fuel transfer tank, was approximately 
$1600. This covered all materials, hardware and paint. Materials that were not figured 
into the cost were the cost of MIG wire and gas in order to weld every thing together. 
Another cost included in the cost analysis was the cost of labor. According to 
calculations, if it took 115 hours to design and construct the boxes and fuel tank and 
someone were to charge $50 per hour of labor, it would have cost another $5,750 in 
labor. The amount of labor entailed setting up machinery, making test bends, welding, 
fabricating, altering and detail work such as grinding and sanding and also testing the fuel 
tank. This cost however could be lowered significantly if the fabricator knew what 
needed to be done and set up a system to move from one step to another. The cost of the 
entire project could be reduced if other areas of material and hardware were optimized. 
This means using cheaper parts for the hinges, latches, slides and lids instead of using all 
stainless. Below is table 1, showing cost of what was spent for each part or material. 
 
Table 1. Cost of materials and hardware 
 
Items 
  
Quantity Cost  Total 
Sheet metal 16 gauge 3 $40.00 $120.00 
  12 gauge 1 $80.00 $80.00 
Stainless 14 gauge 1 $220.00 $220.00 
Slides SUG-226 4/ set $38.50/set $154.00 
Hinges ELH-04 2 $10.50 $21.00 
  ELH-03 4 $7.29 $29.16 
  1/4" 4 $3.89 $15.56 
Locks SC-42321 3 $19.63 $58.89 
  SC-42311 1 $14.52 $14.52 
  ELH-878 2 $10.78 $21.56 
Piano hinge H-211 1 $17.82 $17.82 
Handles SUG-105 4 $6.80 $27.20 
Lid gasket ELH-1142 1 $20.74 $20.74 
Door catch AN-185 2 $1.70 $3.40 
Tank kit 3490901 1 $69.99 $69.99 
Miscellanous Napa   $113.50 $126.89 
Tank sealer Eastwood   $89.96 $89.96 
Paint 
    $500  $500  
      
TOTAL $1,590.69 
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Labor 
  115 hrs $50/ hr $5,750  
          
  
Total cost of boxes & tank     $7340.69  
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RESULTS 
 
Completion of this project resulted in two heavy duty side mount truck tool boxes that 
contain an approximate storage capacity of 16,930 cubic inches and a fuel transfer 
tank that will hold 33 gallons of fuel. The final product consists of the driver side box 
that contains one long compartment accessed from the single 53”x 6” stainless lid on 
top and four 6.5”x 4”x 20” pull out drawers at the rear of the box enclosed by a 
stainless door.  
 
 
 
Figure 16. Drivers side tool box. 
 
On the passenger side the tool box is split into two compartments. The front one is a 
33.5”x 10.5”x 8” open compartment with its own stainless lid. The back compartment 
is split into two smaller compartments, the front measuring17”x 10.5”x 8” and the 
back one measuring 16.5”x 4”x 8” covered also by a stainless lid. On the back end of 
the passenger side box, there is a stainless door that hides an air hose and reel.  
 
 
 
Figure 17. Passenger side tool box with split lids. 
 
On the front inside bottom corner of both boxes is a stainless door with bump latches 
that enclose a small storage space to optimize the storage volume.  
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Figure 18. Storage compartments on inside front corners. 
 
Sitting at the front of the bed is a 48.5”x 20”x 8” fuel transfer tank that holds 33 
gallons of fuel. On top of the tank is a stainless lid that covers the filler neck and 
eventually access to an in tank pump. The lid was installed to keep the clean aesthetic 
look that it shares with the side tool boxes and to make it look as though it is a tool 
box as well.  
 
 
 
Figure 19. Fuel transfer tank and stainless lids in between tool boxes. 
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DISCUSSION 
 
Overall the project required moderate fabrication skills in order to complete. It also 
consisted of challenging fabrication techniques such as figuring out bend radii and 
calculating them into the length or width of the material in order to keep dimensions 
correct. To overcome this, test bends were made on test pieces and then calculating 
how much material was lost or gained, proper adjustments were made accordingly. 
This was done several times on the main body of the boxes and on the drawers and 
lids. Using different material or thicknesses would throw off the measurement and 
new ones would have to be figured.  
 
Throughout construction several changes were made to the boxes and compartments. 
The actual dimensions of the box and lids stayed the same. The dividers for the 
compartments were altered to fit around the air hose reel on the passenger side and 
split the back compartment of the passenger side to ensure a more realistic size of the 
compartments. Doing this increased construction time.  
 
 
 
Figure 20. Passenger side divider that separated the back two compartments from the 
air hose reel compartment. 
 
Other changes made were the cutouts for the drawer slides due to the drawers being 
slightly wider than planned by about 3/8”. Because of this a new way of mounting the 
drawer slides was figured to compensate for the slide cutouts and the rear access door 
to the drawers was repositioned.  
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Figure 21. Cutout for the drawer slide clearance. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
 
After completing this project several recommendations are made with regard to box 
dimensions and configurations of the compartments. In order to mass produce these 
kinds of boxes several things would have to be changed or altered.  
 
The boxes could be made out of thinner sheet metal preferably one size smaller which 
would make it 18 gauge. Doing this would lower overall weight and depending on 
how the compartments and sides were linked together would keep the same strength. 
On a larger scale this would also decrease the cost to build the boxes. The downside 
to using a smaller gauge material would be that warping and distortion would 
increase and be harder to avoid.  
 
Another area that would need attention for mass producing these boxes is the layout. 
Like other companies that produce different tool boxes, a physical configuration that 
is suitable to most clientele while still being inexpensive would be ideal. This means 
making the boxes available with only one style or configuration of compartments. 
Constructing them one way and not specializing would cut down on design time and 
cost and less waste of material. These boxes were designed to meet the needs of one 
person and took up valuable time due to the details to design and build the drawers, 
lids and hose reel compartment. If these were to be mass produced in a plain universal 
configuration, cost would be cut in all areas of labor by cutting the amount of time to 
build a box almost in half and cutting cost of materials by a third and wasting less 
material. One last way of altering the design and construction would be to offer 
certain hardware to be used in the construction process. All hardware used on these 
boxes was stainless steel; from the lids to the handles. Using hardware made of steel 
or cast would cut hardware costs by two thirds. These were made using stainless parts 
for durability and longevity.  
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APPENDIX A 
 
HOW PROJECT MEETS REQUIREMENTS FOR THE ASM MAJOR 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HOW PROJECT MEETS REQUIREMENTS FOR THE ASM MAJOR 
 
ASM Project Requirements. This ASM senior project includes the following problem 
solving experience that incorporates the application of technology and the organizational 
skills of business and management, and quantitative, analytical problem solving. 
 
Application of agricultural technology. The project will involve the use of mechanical, 
hydraulic and electrical machinery in order to properly design and fabricate storage boxes 
and fuel transfer tank. 
 
Application of business And/ or management skills. The project will involve price-cost 
analysis of material for both prototype and higher volume production runs. 
 
Quantitative, Analytical problem solving. Quantitative problem solving will include 
the analysis of material and hardware needed and the maximum allowable use and size of 
boxes and transfer tank. Also, determine optimum ratio of tank volumes (diesel: 
gasoline). 
 
Capstone Project Experience 
 
The ASM senior project must incorporate knowledge and skills acquired in earlier course 
work. This project incorporates knowledge/ skills from these key courses. 
 
• BRAE 129 Lab Skills/Safety  
• BRAE 133 Engineering Graphics 
• BRAE 141 Ag Machinery Safety 
• BRAE 142 Ag Power and Machinery Management 
• BRAE 151 AutoCAD 
• BRAE 301 Hydraulic/Mechanical Power Systems 
• BRAE 321 Agriculture safety 
• BRAE 342 Ag Materials 
• BRAE 343 Mechanical systems analysis 
• BRAE 344 Systems fabrication 
• BRAE 418 419 Agriculture systems management 
• IME 143 materials removal 
 
ASM Approach 
 
Agricultural Systems Management involves the development of solutions to 
technological, business or management problems associated with agriculture.         
 
Systems Approach. The project involves determining how different materials change the 
load capacity of the storage units. 
 
Interdisciplinary Features. The project involves the management of time and labor 
along with budgeting cost in order to complete project. 
 Specialized Agricultural Knowledge. Project involves the use of knowledge in 
strength of materials, power transmissions, mechanical systems analysis, electrical and 
fabrication to fully design and construct Storage Boxes and Transfer Tank. Knowledge in 
safety will aid in the proper design of the transfer tank to meet safety and environmental 
standards. 
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Figure 22. Drawing of driver side tool box with dimensions. 
  
Figure 23. Drawing of passenger side tool box with dimensions. 
 
  
 
Figure 24. Drawing of fuel tank with dimensions. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 25. Tool boxes and fuel tank models assembled together. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
